Third Grade Weekly News for Feb. 21 - 24

Reading – “The Albertosaurus Mystery”, pg. 58-75

story vocabulary
1. buried - covered up
2. location- place where something is
3. remains- what is left
4. clues- things that help solve a mystery or problem
5. skeletons- frameworks or bones inside or outside of bodies
6. evidence- facts that lead to a conclusion or help people find out what is true
7. fossils- very old traces or remains of plants or animals
8. prove- to show by using facts
9. fierce- very wild and dangerous
10. uncovering- opening to view

Your child should be able to correctly use these words in a sentence.

Math – TIME

~test – Thurs, Feb. 23

PRACTICE MULTIPLICATION RINGS NIGHTLY!!!!!!

Spelling/Grammar/Writing

~Spelling pattern: /k/, /kw/ sounds
~idioms
~looking at the rubric more in depth with informational writings

Science/Social Studies

~electricity
~ colony of Jamestown

Important Info.

~ NO SCHOOL - Monday, Feb. 20
~ Thank you to everyone who came out for Family Game/Dinner Night!!! It was a great night and everyone had a lot of fun. And….thank you for helping to clean up!!!
~ Snow play days on Friday (when there is snow!) Please send in clothing that your child can wear outside to play in the snow on Fridays when there is SNOW! We will be going outside to play in the snow! If your child is not dressed for the weather, they will not be playing in the snow!